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SCFE: clinical aspects, diagnosis, and classification

M. B. Millis

Abstract
Purpose This article seeks to improve treatment outcomes in slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) by outlining advances in diagnosis, understanding of pathomechanics, and mechanically-based classification.

Methods Review of clinical experience with SCFE at our high-volume centre, interaction with other clinical experts, and literature review has allowed a current perspective to be articulated.

Results SCFE remains an important clinical problem, with late diagnosis still frequent. Improved understanding of the ubiquity of femoroacetabular impingement has guided current classification and treatment protocols.

Conclusion SCFE is an important clinical problem, with high historical rates of impaired hip function both in childhood and adulthood. Great opportunities exist for improved outcomes following earliest possible clinical diagnosis, modern imaging, and mechanically-based classification of involved hips to allow optimal treatment.
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Introduction
Slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) is a major paediatric orthopaedic challenge. Its incidence is increasing. There is no clear method of prevention other than prophylactic pinning. There is no accepted animal model. There is persistently frequent late diagnosis, with frequent short-term and long-term dysfunction, even in many so-called “mild” cases.1,2 Despite powerful new methods of treatment, great controversy regarding treatment choice exists.

Clinical Aspects

Importance
SCFE is of importance because in much of the world, it is an increasingly common condition3,4 which often causes both short1,3 and long-term morbidity.2 Aronson reported in 1986 that as many as 22% of hips coming to total hip arthroplasty (THA) in North America had SCFE associated with their osteoarthritis (OA).6 Given the increasing employment of THA,7 the increasing incidence of SCFE, and no clear evidence that contemporary methods have yet improved long-term outcomes, it seems prudent to focus attention on the various aspects of SCFE that may allow reduction in SCFE-associated morbidity.

A brief discussion of SCFE’s primary anatomic pathology, pathomechanics, and associated articular damage may emphasise the clinical and imaging findings that should allow timely accurate diagnosis, and classification, both of which are essential to optimal treatment.

Aetiology
The aetiology of the omnipresent physeal disruption is likely multifactorial, but in most cases, a relatively weak physeal is subjected to loads beyond tolerance. This typically occurs at the time of the pre-adolescent/adolescent growth spurt, when a combination of hormonal and macroscopic physical factors may be causative.8

Obesity is a clear risk factor in most population studies,3,4 though there is an interesting subgroup of “skinny SCFE” patients of less than average BMI with relatively high risk of unstable SCFE.9

Prevention
Prevention of disease is ideal.10 There are however no established programs directed primarily at SCFE prevention. Theoretically, reducing the incidence of obesity and correction of metabolic/endocrine factors predisposing to epiphysiodesis could be steps toward prevention. Nasredine noted that patients who lost weight after suffering a unilateral SCFE had much lower risk of second slip than a control group with unilateral SCFE who did not lose weight, or who gained weight after surgical treatment.4 Prophylactic pinning is employed11 but its use is not universal after unilateral SCFE and remains controversial.
Young age, obesity, and certain other factors like increased alpha angle or posterior epiphyseal tilt on the contralateral unslipped hip may be risk factors for subsequent slip.\(^3\)

**Pathology**

A universal and pathognomonic finding in SCFE is disruption of the capital femoral physis, with varying degrees of displacement of the epiphysis from its physiological position proximal to the femoral neck. Failure occurs through the zone of provisional calcification.

The deformity in SCFE is almost always anterior and external rotational translation of the femoral neck, with variable posterior tilt of the femoral epiphysis in more severe cases. A rare subtype, the so-called “valgus slip” involves antero-medial neck translation and postero-valgus inclination of the femoral head.\(^3\,\,14\)

The usual SCFE-related deformity exposes the anterior metaphysis and edge of neck to the anterolateral rim and labrum, causing impingement.

Damage to the anterior acetabular cartilage, labrum, and rim is universal and occurs very early.\(^3\) The amount of articular damage is quite variable, but is likely related to the duration of the slip, the severity of the deformity, and the activity level of the patient.

Remodeling of the deformity at the level of the femoral neck and metaphysis variably occurs.\(^3\,\,15\,\,16\) Gradual neck remodeling after both single partially threaded screw fixation\(^17\) and hook-pin fixation\(^18\) has been reported. It is likely, that even if gradual remodeling occurs, damage to the anterolateral intraarticular structures still occurs.

Aside from the SCFE-related deformity of the proximal femur, there is frequent pre-existing acetabular retroversion,\(^19\) acetabular overcoverage\(^20\,\,21\) and either low femoral anteverision or true femoral retroversion.

**Pathomechanics of the hip with SCFE**

There are several potential sources of mechanical abnormality in the SCFE hip. These include physeal instability, deformity at the neck/metaphysis level, and pre-existing deformity of proximal femur and/or acetabulum.

Whether the capital femoral physis is open or closed is the initial consideration in classifying and treating SCFE, since an open physis carries the risk of variable instability and further displacement which can be acute, severe, and threatening to the vascularity of the femoral head. Stabilisation of the head on the neck is therefore a crucial step in treating any SCFE hip in which the physis is open.

The metaphyseal prominence that is always present in SCFE is the next consideration after considering the stability of the physis. Ganz’s seminal work established femoracetabular impingement, as a major mechanism of coxarthrosis.\(^22\) The FAI paradigm makes clear the relationship between the cam deformity in SCFE and the anterior joint damage reported by Leunig first and many others since.\(^2\,\,3\,\,23\)

**Diagnosis**

Early diagnosis of SCFE is associated with statistically better outcomes. Unfortunately, late diagnosis, with more severe deformity and articular damage at presentation remains frequent in many countries.\(^2\,\,5\)

There is also evidence that many, if not all, unstable SCFE are preceded by weeks of symptoms.\(^2\,\,6\) This suggests that the incidence of the problematic unstable SCFE could be reduced by uniform earlier diagnosis of SCFE.

Timely diagnosis, however, awaits achievement of a high level of awareness by all health care providers, teachers, sports coaches, and parents of the possibility of SCFE in the preadolescent and adolescent population-at-risk.

Diagnosis of SCFE is often delayed because the symptoms usually are vague, often not located at the hip level, and may not even involve pain. Additionally, in the overweight patient, other possible causes of lower extremity dysfunction may be present.\(^2\,\,7\) The diagnosis usually is not made at the initial medical evaluation.

**Screening**

Large scale screening for SCFE has not been practiced. Screening for limited internal rotation might be a test of screening value in certain at-risk subgroups.

**History**

Symptoms are the key to correct timely diagnosis of many orthopaedic conditions. Unfortunately, in SCFE, pain is variable, and when present, the pain is often not localised to the hip.\(^2\,\,8\) Pain may occasionally not be present at all in stable SCFE.\(^2\,\,9\) That said, even so-called acute SCFE patients usually report weeks or more of ache in the groin, thigh or knee, or limp. At time of diagnosis, there is a wide spectrum of clinical dysfunction ranging from none to profound—even pain severe enough to prevent ambulation. History of an endocrinopathy or obesity should heighten awareness of the possibility of SCFE. In truth, though, every child from early preadolescence through skeletal maturity is at risk for SCFE.

**Physical Examination**

Limited internal rotation of the involved hip is the most frequent abnormality on physical exam of the SCFE patient,
noted in 64 of 66 patients in Cowell’s well-studied series. Limited passive hip flexion and limp are also common. There is however no perfectly sensitive or specific physical finding in SCFE.

The diagnosis of SCFE must be considered for the confirmatory imaging to be ordered.

**Imaging**

The gold standard diagnostic test for SCFE is the biplanar radiographic examination.

Detailed discussion of imaging is beyond the scope of this manuscript, but the supine anteroposterior (AP) pelvis and Lauenstein or frog lateral view demonstrate the classical anterior displacement of the anterior femoral neck, with simultaneous relative posterior displacement of the capital femoral epiphysis. In the so-called pre-slip, slight widening of the physis may be present.

Ultrasound may show a small effusion and may demonstrate a small metaphyseal setoff, even in cases in which orthogonal radiographs show no epiphyseal displacement. In the so-called “pre-slip”, MRI can show physeal abnormalities characteristic of a physis at risk to slip.

**Classification**

Classification of the patient and hip afflicted with SCFE is important in optimising treatment selection and subsequent outcome.

Important variables to consider at initial diagnosis include stability of the physis, degree of slip deformity as a surrogate for risk of cumulative mechanical damage, and certain other anatomic and mechanical factors, which include anatomic version, acetabular depth, and activity level.

Historical clinical classification has often divided untreated SCFE hips into the temporally-based categories of Acute, Acute-on-Chronic, and Chronic. We suggest discarding this classical schema, which has little correlation with the pathomechanics found in SCFE.

Mechanical stability of the physis is the first important clinical factor to consider in treatment selection. Contemporary understanding of SCFE suggest that onset of symptoms usually is indefinite, and that duration of symptoms is not related closely to phyleal stability. Useful modern classification should be based on mechanical and morphological parameters.

**Physseal stability**

The degree of physeal stability in SCFE can range from complete disruption of the physis to total stability in the healed slip. The clinical presentation—specifically the inability to ambulate—has been the classical definition of the so-called unstable or acute SCFE. Recent information suggests, however, that the mechanical stability of the physis in the hip with SCFE is often different from what one would suspect as judged by the ability to ambulate (Table 1).

| Table 1. Slipped capital femoral epiphysis classification by mechanical stability |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------|
| Status of Physis                  | Open                          | Closed          |
| Mechanical stability             | Uncertain, regardless of ability to ambulate or duration of symptoms (33) | Stable          |

**Morphological Classification/Degree of deformity**

Classical morphological classifications have been based on AP and lateral radiographic views, with the deformity usually best demonstrated on a lateral view. The schema have used either linear displacement of the head on the neck or slip angle (angle between shaft and perpendicular to physis per Southwick) as the major parameter. The groups:

1. Pre-slip (widening of the physis; no displacement)
2. Mild slip (up to 1/3 displacement, or up to 30° of head tilt)
3. Moderate slip (1/3 to 1/2 displacement; or 30° to 60° degrees slip angle)
4. Severe slip (> 1/2 displacement; > 60° of slip angle)

Routine orthogonal radiographs, however, rarely demonstrate the full deformity.

More precise definition of SCFE-associated deformity requires CT or MRI with radial sequences.

The contemporary concept of long-term SCFE-associated joint deterioration invokes FAI as the major mechanical abnormality. Precise definition of deformity allows design of surgical treatment programs to minimise the deformity and the structural contributors to FAI by surgical realignment, recontouring, or combinations.

There is a relationship between severity and impingement in SCFE, though it seems clear that any SCFE deformity is associated with FAI.

Much of the SCFE-related impingement is secondary to intra-articular deformity that cannot be corrected by extra-articular surgery. That said, we have limited information about the long-term outcome of contemporary methods of impingement relief by intra-articular surgery.
Fig. 1 A 12-year-old female with six months of right knee pain and limp. Normal right knee radiographs and normal knee MRI. Physiotherapy for knee did not help knee pain. There were three weeks of groin pain. Crutches were prescribed. She was able to walk with crutches. First hip radiographs show severe bilateral SCFE. On examination she can lift both legs off table, but the right hip is painful. (a and b) Anteroposterior and Lauenstein lateral radiographs at presentation. (c and d) At modified Dunn osteotomy surgery, right femoral head was very unstable, despite abundant posterior callus, and preoperative ability to ambulate with crutches. (e, f and g) one year post-operatively right Dunn osteotomy, left ISP. Groin pain only in left hip. (h and i) five years post right Dunn osteotomy, three years post left hip anterior arthrotomy and neck osteoplasty. Asymptomatic in both hips.

Classification by Degree of Articular Damage

Articular damage may be the most important factor in determining long-term outcomes in SCFE (Fig. 2). Until recently, the interior of the SCFE hip—particularly the acetabulum, was terra incognita for pediatric orthopaedists.

The advent of the surgical dislocation approach and the increasing use of hip arthroscopy have provided a startling and sobering view of the degree of articular damage that is present in virtually every hip with any degree of SCFE deformity, even if of short duration.\textsuperscript{5,23}

In addition, recent advances in MR imaging provide valuable noninvasive information on cartilage health.\textsuperscript{38} These advanced imaging techniques are needed not only or assessing joint condition and function in planning initial treatment, but also for assessing intra-articular structures over time.\textsuperscript{19}

Types of mechanical dysfunction (Table 2)

SCFE-related metaphyseal prominence is a classic generator of the inclusion type of FAI, with anterior acetabulum and rim wear as a consequence.\textsuperscript{5,40,23}

In very severe SCFE, the metaphyseal prominence may become so large as to block the entry of the cam into the acetabulum, creating an impaction (pincer) damage pattern that usually is superimposed on an environment with preexisting cam-type intra-articular damage from the period of time when the deformity was less severe.

Pre-existing femoral and/or acetabular retroversion\textsuperscript{14} and coxa profunda\textsuperscript{20,21} are also common in SCFE, each predisposing to impaction impingement.

Rarely, associated acetabular dysplasia may be present in the presence of long-standing SCFE—usually noted well after healing. SCFE hips with acetabular dysplasia may present with combined impingement and instability.

Though a metaphyseal prominence is present in every hip with SCFE deformity, with associated inclusion-type FAI, there is great variability in degree and type of other mechanical abnormalities which may be active.

Issues Beyond the Hip

Classifying the SCFE patient and the hip affected by SCFE have not traditionally considered more global patient-related factors outside the hip. Clinical dysfunction in a patient with an orthopaedic problem depends also on factors outside the musculoskeletal system, and even outside the patient. Recognising the relevance of the biopsychosocial model of disease is helpful in designing treatment programs that are most effective for the particular patient in his environment.\textsuperscript{41}
SCFE remains an important cause of hip-related morbidity. In both children and adults. Increasing incidence, delayed primary diagnosis, and incomplete understanding of the consequences of SCFE-related deformity are factors. Early diagnosis of SCFE before extensive cartilage damage occurs is essential for timely treatment to have a chance to optimise long-term hip function.

Relevant classifications based on SCFE-related mechanical abnormalities and intra-articular damage will allow the studies which will lead to improved treatment outcomes.
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